
Roman Philosophy: Cicero, On Duties 3: The Argument 

 

Key text: Cicero, On Duties 3 (in Penguin Classics, Selected Works); see also 

translation with introd and notes by M. T. Griffin and E. M. Atkins. Refs to Cicero 

book and chapters (e.g. 3.12); also Penguin page refs. 

 

This lecture on philosophical content; next lecture on political context and 

significance; read also in Selected Works: Second Philippic and Letters (esp. for 45-43 

BC, On Duties written in 44 BC) 

 

(One) Cicero, born 106 BC an Italian from Arpinum, who rose through law-court 

oratory to political power at Rome (praetor 66 BC, consul 63 BC at age 43); a highly 

successful ‘new man’ (not from senatorial family), he moved from early, more radical 

stance to a pro-establishment (pro-senate) position in later years. Studied philosophy 

at Athens as part of education (79-77) and throughout his life; wrote much to 

communicate full range of Greek (esp. Hellenistic) philosophical debate to Romans. 

Philosophical position, ‘Academic sceptic’ (cf. Philo), denying certain knowledge but 

adopting positions that seem ‘plausible’ (see Cic. Nat Gods). Also influenced by 

Antiochus, a later, modified Academic sceptic, who argued for a more doctrinal 

position and, in ethics, for a synthesis of Platonic, Aristotelian, and Stoic ideas. Cic’s 

philosophical writings extensive, mostly undertaken in intervals of political activity 

and periods of enforced semi-retirement (late 50s, Republic, Laws) and 40s (after 

Caesar’s seizure of power): Nat Gods 45, On Duties (final work) 44 BC. 

 

(Two) On Duties 1-2 based on Panaetius On Appropriate Actions (185-110 BC), last 

Stoic Head; Stoic values adopted as ‘plausible’ not doctrinal view; C. sees Stoicism as 

an ethical framework that can support his (Roman-influenced) moral attitudes. Books 

1-2 focused on analysis of values and beneficial things (i.e. ‘preferable indifferents’, 

cf. previous lecture); Book 3 (not based on a Stoic source) is C.’s attempt to help 

people resolve cases where virtue and advantage appear to clash (though, on Stoic 

principles, which C. accepts here, there can be no fundamental clash. See 3.7, p. 161, 

also 3.11, and 3.12 (pp. 162-3): clash only apparent, but it can appear to clash for non-

wise people for whom C. writes (3.14, pp. 164 ff.). Hence, this is a work of practical 

or applied ethics not philosophical argument (contrast Lucr 3 or Cic. Nat Gods). C. 

aims to provide guidelines to help people find ways of resolving apparent clash 

between virtue and advantage. 

 

(Three) C.’s guidelines a combination of methods, intended to be mutually 

supporting.  These include a rule of procedure (formula), ‘to profit by another’s loss is 

fundamentally wrong’ (unnatural, i.e. contrary to ‘natural law’ or ideal of life 

‘according to nature/virtue’); quasi-legal approach, supported by Stoic ethical 

principles and ideals; see 3.21-4 (pp. 166-7). ‘Rule of procedure’ a way of settling 

Roman legal disputes once facts are established. Combination typical of Cicero’s 

approach – attempt to combine Stoic and Roman ideas with view to providing ethical 

advice a Roman reader (e.g. C.’s son, the formal addresses of the work) can make 

sense of.  

 

 

 



(Four) Other methods include casuistry; specific cases used as ways of specifying key 

issues and principles (a method that spans Roman legal practices and Stoic ethics).  

See 3.29-30 (pp. 169-70). Two examples here: is it right to steal from another person; 

is it right to steal from someone who is a tyrant (e.g. Phalaris)? The rule of procedure 

determines the answer in each case; but the second answer determined by the special 

ethical status of tyrants, i.e. (acc. to Cic.) people who have put themselves outside the 

‘body’ of the brotherhood of humankind. For this view, cf. 3.19, p. 165; tyrants can be 

killed. C’s view here reflects his political attitudes; Roman opposition to kingship, 

and his approval of Caesar’s murder in March 44; but the justification is made in 

terms of Stoic ideas about natural law and community as a ‘body’. Do you find 

Cicero’s argument convincing here – do you think we should regard tyrants as outside 

normal rules in this way?  

 

(Five) Casuistry developed by reference to debate between two Stoic thinkers, 

Diogenes (c. 240-152) and Antipater (mid. 2
nd

 cent), successive heads of Stoic school, 

about buying and selling, centred on question of distinction between ‘concealing and 

not revealing’. Both thinkers accept that you should not pursue advantage at expense 

of acting virtuously but differ about what that involves. (3.50-7, pp. 177-9). What 

underlies this debate is interplay between more or less radical interpretations of what 

is involved in living life ethically by Stoic standards (cf. previous lecture). Diogenes 

advocates living life (ethically) by conventional standards of buying and selling; 

Antipater advocates revising normal procedure on basis of Stoic ideal of ‘brotherhood 

of humankind’ (LS 57G-H). C. supports more radical position (pp. 179-80), though in 

general in this work (and also in real life) C. much closer to Diogenes’ view about 

compatibility of Stoic principles and conventional practice. See also other examples 

(from Hecaton, another Stoic thinker, 3.88-90, pp. 194-5). Which position do you find 

more convincing? How easy is it to put Antipater’s more rigorous view into practice?  

 

(Six) Other methods used by C.: Roman (and British) legal concept of acting ‘in good 

faith’ (bona fides): 3.64, 70 (pp. 181, 183). See also C.’s use of Roman examples 

from his own public and political experience: Marius and Marius Gratidianus; also 

Caesar and Pompey- point: no permissible exceptions to moral rules (379-84, pp. 189-

91), certainly the chance to gain supreme power. Is Cicero consistent in insisting on 

exception-free moral rules here but in treating the tyrant as a moral exception earlier?  

 

(Seven) Final climactic example, that of Regulus captured in First Punic War (255 

BC) and returning to Rome under oath to return if he failed in his mission, an oath 

which he kept, and thus ensured his death. Situation and ethical implications outlined 

in 3.99 (p. 199); virtue and advantage appear to be sharply opposed. C. dramatises the 

issue in Roman barrister-style, with opposing arguments for and against Regulus’ 

decision. C. consistently favours the second, more morally rigorous, position (cf. the 

Diogenes-Antipater debate in Five), focusing esp. on R.’s advice not to return the 

prisoners (as this would be to Rome’s disadvantage), combined with Regulus’ 

commitment to keeping his oath, even though given to enemies (3.106-110,  pp. 202-

3). Characteristic Roman way of defining and promoting moral attitudes, via exempla 

(e.g. Valerius Maximus); Roman examples reinforces C.’s essentially practical aim. 

Work closes with superficial dismissal of idea that morality is compatible with 

Epicurean-style hedonism (3.117-18, p.p. 206-7)- contrast Epicurean/Lucretian 

recognition that virtue is compatible with search for pleasure (on certain 

interpretations of what is meant by these terms).  


